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The left-wing media will do whatever
it takes, stoop to any low to trash and
malign conservatives and rig the 2016
elections, all in order to advance the
liberal agenda.
In one of the latest outrageous
examples of this devious behavior, ABC,
CBS, and NBC repeatedly reported on a
completely unsourced, unsubstantiated,
and flat-out false hit-job article about
Senator Ted Cruz (R-Texas) published in
the National Enquirer tabloid.
The bogus story salaciously claimed
that Senator Cruz, who is happily
married and has two young daughters,
had engaged in at least five affairs. The
quasi-pornographic smear even showed
five mugshots of the alleged mistresses
with their faces blurred.
No one was quoted on-the-record
in the so-called story except for Roger
Stone, a close associate of Donald
Trump and a political hit man. He had
no evidence for the allegations and only
claimed he was not the source of the
smear.
The networks’ coverage of this
tabloid trash was unwarranted and
unprofessional. There were no facts,
only fiction. Nonetheless, the left-wing
nets made this fantasy national news.
The MRC documented and exposed
the slimy actions of ABC, CBS, and NBC,
through its various divisions: News
Analysis, NewsBusters, MRC Culture,
MRCTV, CNSNews.com, through radio
and TV interviews of its expert staff,
and in the nationally syndicated column
written by me and my colleague Tim
Graham.

From ABC, CBS, and NBC to Spanish network
television and major print publications, the
coverage of this tabloid trash was unwarranted,
unsourced, and unfactual — a gossip-laced tale
to smear Ted Cruz.

Let’s look at some of the ways the
networks covered and perpetuated this
fallacious news story.
The National Enquirer is probably
the trashiest of trash tabloids. It is run
by Trump-buddy David Pecker. It published the hit piece on March 23. Two
days later, the ABC and NBC evening
news shows reported what the superContinued on page 2
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On Monday, March 28, the morning shows on ABC,
CBS, and NBC re-reported the National Enquirer
market tabloid claimed. Although both networks noted
fantasy again. ABC Good Morning America’s Robin
that the story was not sourced, they re-reported it!
Roberts, for instance, warned, “The war over wives,
They sneered at the smear as they spread it.
hitting a breaking point.” Guest co-host David Muir
ABC’s World News Tonight ran a caption, “The New
asked analyst Matt Dowd, “Any question in your mind
Low: Tabloid Report on Infidelity Rumors.” They then
that this is the new low point in this race?”
quoted Trump declaring that the National Enquirer
Don’t shoot the messenger. But when the
was “right about O.J. Simpson, John Edwards, and
messenger is peddling lies,
many others. I certainly
blast it. Such arrogance.
hope they are not right
The media elite act like
about Lyin’ Ted Cruz.”
they are blameless. But
ABC’s Jonathan Karl
they are shameless.
went on to tell a national
Twelve days after the
audience, “The Enquirer
Enquirer ran its garbage
cited rumors that Cruz had
about Cruz, ABC was still
engaged in multiple marital
hitting the fabricated story!
infidelities. It quoted former
On April 4, the day
Trump advisor Roger Stone,
before Wisconsin voters
saying the story could
went to the primary
hurt Cruz with evangelical
The same National Enquirer that ran the sleazy hit piece on
polls, ABC’s World News
Ted Cruz endorsed Donald Trump for president. The trashy
voters, but Stone told ABC
Tonight ran a lengthy piece
tabloid’s CEO, David Pecker, is a long-time friend of Trump.
News he was not the source
rehashing the smear against
of the story. Cruz isn’t buying it.”
Cruz. ABC’s David Muir talked about Cruz’s denials
Karl then ran a clip of Cruz stating, “Let me be
of adultery, and correspondent Tom Llamas drew
clear, this National Enquirer story is garbage. It is
parallels between Trump and Cruz: “But as Trump trips
a smear that has come from Donald Trump and his
[on abortion questions], Senator Ted Cruz also facing
henchmen.”
some tough questions tonight, asked about a National
NBC’s Hallie Jackson related, “the tabloid provided
Enquirer report citing rumors of marital infidelity.”
no evidence to back up its claims,” and noted that
The story was garbage. There was not one
hatchet-man Roger Stone told NBC he was “not the
fact — not one — to give any credibility to the
source of the story.”
charge. Rumors, sleaze, trash, lies. The networks
No proof, no evidence, but they ran it anyway.
reported and re-reported them because their goal
They re-reported “rumors.”
is to destroy conservative leaders and conservative
The next day, a Saturday, all three morning news
ideas, and promote liberalism, even if it means
shows on ABC, CBS, and NBC talked about the National
using fake stories. Any claim about fair or factual(!)
Enquirer allegations. CBS covered the smear as a “he
journalism by ABC, CBS, or NBC is pretense. They
said, he said” issue between Cruz and Trump.
are stenographers for Big Government, and they are
ABC presented a full report, with scribbler Devin
undeniably trying to rig the 2016 elections.
Dwyer lecturing, “On one of the most solemn days of
The MRC is fighting against the liberal media
the year for Christians, Good Friday, the Republican
every day, and has been for nearly 30 years. We are
frontrunners descended into a battle over sleaze.”
America’s media watchdog. You can help us in this
Dwyer didn’t note that the battle was, unquestionably,
good fight by making a donation to the MRC today.
fueled by national news coverage, especially from ABC.
Please give us a call at 571-267-3500. We look forward
NBC’s Hallie Jackson kept the fire lit by reporting
to speaking with you.
that “a furious Ted Cruz is firing back at the
Sincerely,
National Enquirer, denying its story claiming he had
extramarital affairs.”
Even the Spanish networks Univision and
L. Brent Bozell III
Telemundo piled on.
Founder and President
Univision turned to Roger Stone, no surprise, quoting
him as saying, “These stories have been swirling about
Cruz for some time. I believe where there is smoke
The Media Research Center participates in the
there is fire. I have to believe this will hurt him with
Combined Federal Campaign (CFC).
his evangelical Christian supporters.” Telemundo reMRC’s CFC number is 12489.
reported the hit-job in a nearly three-minute story.
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Liberal Media Swoon
Over Obama’s Trip To Island-Prison of

Cuba

The left-wing media that have run apologetic,
misleading, propagandistic, and blame-America-first
coverage of Communist Cuba for the last 55 years,
journalistically swooned over President Barack Obama’s
three-day trip to that island-prison in March.
Reporters downplayed or censored the ongoing human
rights abuses on the island, and they never mentioned the
73,000 Cubans killed by the brutal Castro machine since
1960. They lauded Obama as a political messiah breathing
life into a regime comatose by decades of totalitarianism.
And then these “journalists” claim they’re objective
reporters.
As the MRC documented and exposed, for instance,
ABC’s Good Morning America relentlessly cheered Obama’s
first day in Cuba as “history-making,” a “day of history,” a
“historical visit,” Obama “making history,” “history made
here,” and “a historic moment.”
There were nine “history” references on GMA spread
over three separate segments that lasted nearly seven
minutes. During that laudatory coverage, GMA gave barely
10 seconds of coverage to 50 dissidents, mostly women,
who had been arrested and hauled away in a prison bus a
few hours before Obama arrived.
After one of Obama’s speeches in Havana, The New
York Times claimed there were “comparisons to Ronald
Reagan’s 1987 speech” in West Berlin where he challenged
Mikhail Gorbachev to “tear down this wall.”

The liberal media lovingly showed Obama yucking it up at
a baseball game with Communist dictator Raul Castro, and
complained that a radical Islamic terrorist attack in Brussels was
“overshadowing” Obama’s “historic” trip.

(Above) Some aspects of the trip the liberal media censored
– bias by omission – to further protect President Obama’s image. For instance, neither NBC nor ABC broadcast this photo
of Obama standing with other officials in front of a mural
of Che Guevara, who was the chief executioner for dictator
Fidel Castro and is responsible for thousands of murders.

Barack Obama is happy for Cuba’s walls to
remain, and for its people to remain on this island
prison.
MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow unsurprisingly could
not stop praising Obama. “President Bill Clinton
tried to open up relations with Cuba and failed,”
she said. “President Carter tried to open up
relations with Cuba and failed. Nobody knows who
will get to write the history of this moment in
Cuban history. But in American history, we know, in
American history.”
Drumroll, please. Cue Maddow: “In American
history, we know that President Barack Obama will
be forever the American leader who got done what
every other Democrat since Jack Kennedy tried and
failed to do. He got it done.”
On Obama’s last day in Cuba, May 22, radical
Islamic terrorists attacked in Brussels, Belgium,
killing 32 people and wounding 300. Despite this
horrific atrocity the NYT’s Mark Landler whined that
the violence “overshadowed” Obama’s “historic”
trip.
Poor Obama. “The issues he had hoped to
highlight — in this case his diplomatic opening to
Cuba — were eclipsed by round-the-clock coverage
of violent images from somewhere else,” lamented
Landler.
When Obama stood with other officials for an
official photo in Cuba’s Revolutionary Square, with
a massive Che Guevara mural looming behind him,
ABC and NBC did not broadcast the image.
And for good reason. Guevara was Fidel Castro’s
chief executioner, responsible for thousands of
deaths. Guevara also hated homosexuals and
described blacks as “indolent” people who waste
their money on “frivolity or drink.”
The leftist media don’t want to talk about that.
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Bits & Pieces
Hail Great Obama!

Former ABC News anchor Carole Simpson complains that she is
stupefied and confused as to why many young women are not
motivated to vote for Hillary Clinton.

Pity Hillary

Former ABC News anchor Carole Simpson went on
CNN’s Smerconish show and relentlessly whined about
young women who don’t want to vote for Hillary Clinton.
“I don’t know what’s going on with women,” bemoaned
Simpson. “I have — people my age, contemporaries of
Hillary Clinton — want her to be president and are going
to vote for her. The young women I teach at college…
my young 20-year-olds don’t understand why they should
vote for Hillary Clinton.”
Simpson fretted, “They’re Bernie Sanders supporters.
But they’re this millennial generation that feels entitled
and, you know, everything will work out, everything’s
open to them, what they say matters, and then
they’re not going to show up at the polls because they
are the worst demographic group in terms of voting
participation…. I don’t know what’s happening, and I
don’t know why women don’t think Hillary Clinton ought
to be the first female president.”

CNN Fareed Zakaria’s ongoing worship of President
Barack Obama was on display during his April 10 GPS
show, where he hailed Obama for transforming the Middle East and destroying his political enemies. “The biggest impact of his presidency, however, can be seen in
his opposition — the Republican Party — which is in the
midst of an ideological breakdown,” thumped Zakaria.
Quoting a columnist, Zakaria declared that Obama “is
now close to destroying his political enemies — the Republican Party, the American conservative movement,
and the public policy legacy of Ronald Reagan.”
“Obama never lashed out, demonstrating discipline
even as his opposition grew wilder,” Zakaria droned
on. “As Obama kept his cool, the Republican Party
descended deeper
into the politics
of identity,
flirting with
racial, religious
and ethnic
grievances, and
moving away
from its core
tenets of limited
government, free
markets, and
free trade. The
result has been
Obama-worshiping Fareed Zakaria,
an ideological
who works for CNN, lauds the president
for transforming the Middle East and
implosion.”

Nets Praise ‘The Boss’

The liberal media repeatedly praised leftist rocker Bruce Springsteen for canceling
a concert in North Carolina to protest the
state’s law that men use men’s rooms
and women use women’s rooms.

“destroying his political enemies ... the
American conservative movement.”

When rocker Bruce Springsteen cancelled a concert in North Carolina to protest
that state’s new law against biological males using women’s locker rooms and
bathrooms, ABC and CBS were giddy with praise. On Good Morning America, ABC’s
Steve Osunsami cheered, “This morning, ‘The Boss’ is changing everything. Bruce
Springsteen, the rock legend who honors veterans and stands up for heroes, is
refunding concert tickets today in protest of the North Carolina law that rolls
back protections for gay families and stops transgender residents from using the
bathrooms they need.”
CBS This Morning’s Norah O’Donnell lauded Springsteen and quoted him as saying that “this fight against prejudice and bigotry” is “more important than a rock
show.” CBS’s David Begnaud declared that “The Boss” is “never shy about taking a
social or political stand,” and let band member Steven Van Zandt describe North
Carolina’s pro-privacy law as “spreading like an evil virus around the country.”
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Liberal Media: F U Cruz!
When the New York Daily News ran the anti-Cruz
front-page headline, “Take the F U Train, Ted!” CNN’s
Alisyn Camerota was so happy she repeatedly plugged
it on New Day. “Look at how helpful the Daily News is
being, though, for Ted Cruz,” she cracked. “They’re
giving him helpful subway directions about how to
get out of the Bronx. They’re suggesting that he
‘take the F.U. train.’”
Thirty minutes later with CNN’s Bill Carter,
CNN’s Alisyn Camerota was so joyful over the New York Daily News’
Camerota cooed, “Just look at this morning’s New York
attack on Ted Cruz that she cited the paper’s headline multiple times:
Daily News cover taking aim at Senator Ted Cruz. ‘Take
‘Take the F U Train, Ted!’
the F.U. train, Ted,’ it says. Bill Carter likes that.”
In the second hour, Camerota hit it again, if “the Daily News cover is any indication,” New York is telling Cruz
“where he can go…. Should Ted Cruz give up on New York and just focus on other future states?”
Maybe Camerota should just focus on cheerleading for the Democrats.

Bill Maher Unplugged

HBO’s sewer-mouthed Bill Maher
continues to attack conservatives,
comparing Ted Cruz to a pedophile
and Donald Trump to a zombie.

Minibits

Expressing his hatred for conservatives, HBO’s Bill Maher smeared Ted Cruz as
a pedophile and House Republicans as “teabaggers” on his April 8 show. “Ted Cruz
seems to be gaining favor — when I say ‘gaining favor’ among the other Republicans,
they’re thinking, ‘Hey, you know what, we don’t like him, but sometimes you have to
use a rat to kill a snake.’” Americans, said Maher, can choose “Ted Cruz — a man with
all the appeal of Jared from Subway — or Donald Trump, the zombie candidate.”
As for Congress, they’re “obstructionist a**holes,” he fumed. “Our current
teabagger Congress proves that you can’t govern anymore.” Regarding Trump, Maher
mocked, “Do you really want to spend four years defending every single thing that
President Trump tweets in the middle of the night? Defending every stupid thing that
he does — when he invades Poland or puts Hulk Hogan on the nickel or retweets our
nuclear codes?”

n Describing President Barack Obama standing in front of a mural of
Communist executioner Che Guevera, former CNN host Piers Morgan
declares, “Freedom fighters!” n NYT’s Nicholas Kristof frets, “The upshot
is that Brussels survived this week’s terrorist attacks, but it may not survive climate change.” n Fakeconservative David Brooks lets what’s left of his hair down, “I’ve spent the last weeks so repulsed by Donald
Trump I had forgotten how ugly Ted Cruz could be. But he reminded us this week.” n Columnist Charles
Pierce bellows, “Anyone who watched the conservative movement, the only animating force the Republican
Party has, drive the party further and deeper into madness,” and did nothing, is responsible for Trump.
“The media bears a great responsibility for the rise of He, Trump.” n Daily
Beast writer Jonathan Alter forecasts, “So it’s either going to be Trump or Cruz,
which means that this is now the ‘Banana Republican Party.’ Both of these men
are manifestly unfit for high office.” n NYT’s Jill Abramson, in all seriousness,
declares, “Hillary Clinton is fundamentally honest and trustworthy.” n MSNBC’s
Chris Matthews, a Catholic, lectures, “I think it’s a woman’s choice...I believe
we live in a free country, and I don’t want to live in a country so fascistic that it
can stop a person from making that decision.” n Hollywood’s Barbra Streisand
chimes in, “It is time we grew up as a nation. We should stop being afraid of
women. Hillary Clinton isn’t afraid. It’s about time that a woman with strength,
NYT’s Jill Abramson in
experience and compassion leads our already great nation in this time of global
all seriousness, declares,
insecurity.” n Sexual sewer-mouth Dan Savage warns, “People will die as a
“Hillary Clinton is fundamentally honest and trustworthy.”
direct result of Trump getting the GOP nomination. This is a terrifying moment.”
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L. Brent Bozell III   and Tim Graham
April 6, 2016 • Nationally Syndicated Column

Stephanopoulos, Still an Open Ethical Wound
L
ess than a year ago, ABC’s George Stephanopoulos
admitted to Politico that he had made $75,000 in
undisclosed contributions to the charitable foundationslash-campaign operation of his former employers
Bill and Hillary Clinton. He personally pledged he
wouldn’t moderate a Republican primary debate this
year. But ABC News issued a statement of support for
Stephanopoulos and insisted it “would take no punitive
action against him.”
It’s bad enough that ABC never even considered
removing this self-evident Clinton loyalist from its
“objective” political coverage. They even allow him to
conduct softball interviews with Hillary Clinton, and
won’t even insist on reminding viewers of his substantial
financial support of the woman he’s interviewing.
ABC’s Amy Robach sounded ridiculous on the April
4 Good Morning America when promising “Our candid
interview with the Democratic front-runner, right here
on GMA.” Candor has left the building when this man
is allowed to interview this woman.
Viewers could catch on that George and Hillary are
big pals as she reminisced about the “good old days”
of partisan warfare for Bill Clinton. Stephanopoulos
stuck to horse-race questions, like asking Hillary if she
had to win her “home state” of New York. She replied “I
have been through this before. You and I were laughing
before we started, I can remember how hard it was
when my husband ran in ‘92” (against Jerry Brown).
Stephanopoulos only asked Hillary vague questions
about Sanders: “Why can’t you put him away?” And on
Trump: “Are you worried at all this goes to a contested
convention on the Republican side and they pick
somebody else, a fresh face, who might be a more
difficult challenge in the general election?”
There was absolutely nothing about the ongoing FBI
investigation into her scandalous use of a private e-mail
server at the State Department. On NBC’s Meet the

Press one day before, Chuck Todd quoted the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel pounding her for a “horrible track
record on transparency.” There was absolutely nothing
about any actual issue of substance, like abortion. One
day before, Todd caused Hillary some political heartburn
on her right and her left by asking “When, or if, does an
unborn child have constitutional rights?”
Mrs. Clinton “messed up” by repeating the “unborn”
language to Todd: “Well, under our laws currently, that
is not something that exists. The unborn person doesn’t
have constitutional rights.” A Planned Parenthood
official in Illinois complained on Twitter that the U-word
is terrible because it “further stigmatizes abortion.”
She upset the right by comparing any restrictions on
abortion to communist oppression: “I have seen what
happens when governments make these decisions,
whether it was forced sterilization, forced abortion in
China, or forced childbearing in communist Romania.”
Stephanopoulos found no reason to ask follow-up
questions on the kerfuffle. But while Todd was pressing
Mrs. Clinton on Sunday, George pounded no-chance
Republican candidate John Kasich on This Week with
eight abortion questions, such as: “If you believe that
abortion is the taking of innocent life, why shouldn’t
a woman who makes the choice to take that life face
some kind of punishment or sanctions?”
This unpaid Hillary shill even asked Bernie Sanders
three questions about abortion on his Sunday show,
starting with this: “You know, Secretary Clinton also said
this morning that she doesn’t believe that there are any
constitutional rights for the unborn. Is that your position
as well?” The goal was that Bernie might get a share of
Hillary’s heartburn in his answers.
Certainly, a former Clinton spokesman could attempt
objective journalism. Stephanopoulos never does. This
was merely the latest proof that Disney-owned ABC runs
a Mickey Mouse “news” operation.
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MRC in the News

MRC.ORG • CNSNEWS.COM • NEWSBUSTERS.ORG • MRC CULTURE • MRC BUSINESS • MRCTV.ORG

The experts at the Media Research Center are interviewed almost every day on stories
of national importance, often reaching millions of Americans daily. They provide
analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, social media, in magazines,
books, and in newspapers, always striving to help restore political balance to the
major media. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

Television
BLAZE TV:
Dana Show, Feb. 15, Mar. 29
FBN:

FNC:

After the Bell, Apr. 11
Coast to Coast, Apr. 11
Varney & Co., Apr. 6
Fox and Friends, Apr. 3
Outnumbered, Apr. 4
The Five, Apr. 4

NEWSMAX TV:
Steve Malzberg Show, Mar. 24, 31, Apr. 7, 14
The Hard Line Show, Apr. 11
OANN:
Tipping Point, Mar. 18, 25, Apr. 1, 15
The Daily Ledger, Mar. 24, 31, Apr. 7, 14
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Radio
Alan Nathan Show, Mar. 17, 24, Apr. 1, 7, 12, 15
American Family Radio, Apr. 5, 7, 11, 12, 14
Bob Dutko Show, Mar. 22, 24, Apr. 7
Hannity Radio: Apr. 14
HotAir, Mar. 25, 28, 29, Apr. 1, 14
Lars Larson Show, Mar. 16, 24, Apr. 7
Mark Levin Show, Mar. 22, 30, Apr. 5, 6
National Right to Life News, Mar. 18, Apr. 12, 13
Red Eye Radio, Apr. 3, 6
Rush Limbaugh Show, Mar. 18, Apr. 5, 6,
Rusty Humphries Show, Apr. 5, 6, 11, 12
Savage Nation, Apr. 1
Sean Hannity Show, Mar. 17
Tim Constantine’s Capitol Hill Show, Apr. 7, 8, 15
USA Radio Network, Apr. 6
Wilkow Majority (Sirius XM), Apr. 5
KNTH, Houston, TX, Mar. 31, Apr. 4, 7, 11, 14
KOH, Reno, NV, Apr. 12
KPRZ, San Diego, CA, Mar. 23, 30, Apr. 6, 13
KVOR, Colorado Springs, CO, Apr. 1, 5, 7, 14
WAEB, Allentown, PA, Mar. 28, Apr. 6, 18
WGMD, Lewes, DE, Mar. 21, 28, Apr. 4, 11
WIBA, Madison, WI, Mar. 28, Apr. 12
WIBC, Indianapolis, IN, Mar. 21, 28, Apr. 4, 11
WLQV, Detroit, MI, Mar. 28, Apr. 4, 12
WNRR, Augusta, GA, Mar. 29, 30, Apr. 5, 6, 12, 13
WROK, Aurora, IL, Mar. 22, 29, Apr. 5, 12
WTKF, Morehead City, NC, Mar. 18, 25, Apr. 1, 8, 15
WXXM, Madison, WI, Mar. 24, 29, Apr. 8, 18
~ PARTIAL LISTING

On the Fox Business Channel, MRC
President Brent Bozell analyzes how the
Boston Globe is dysfunctional in its satirical
attack on Donald Trump that also tries to
send a serious message about his policies.

Print
Associated Press, Apr. 19
Investor’s Business Daily, Apr. 15
New York Post, Apr. 2, 15
USA Today, Mar. 28, Apr. 6
Washington Examiner, Mar. 30, Apr. 4, 19
Washington Post, Mar. 23, 29, Apr. 6
Washington Times, Mar. 15, 16, 17, 20,
Apr. 2, 4, 5, 6, 10
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Internet & Twitter
AllenBWest.com, Apr. 1
American Family Association, Apr. 4, 11
American Thinker, Mar. 27
Before it’s News, Mar. 23
BizPac Review, Mar. 31, Apr. 4, 7, 14
Breitbart News, Mar. 17, 22, 23, Apr. 1,
5, 6, 7, 8, 11
Canada Free Press, Mar. 28
Christian Times, Mar. 14, 21
Christian Today, Mar. 23, Apr. 7
Daily Mail, Mar. 23, Apr. 7, 11
Drudge Report, Mar. 16, 18, 31, April 1
Esquire.com, Apr. 12
Examiner, Mar. 24, 29, Apr. 6, 19
Federalist, Apr. 1, 15
Fortune, Mar. 17
Fox Nation, Mar. 25, 29, Apr. 3, 6, 7, 15
FoxNews.com, Mar. 28, Apr. 1, 2, 14
Free Republic, Apr. 11, 12, 14
Huffington Post, Mar. 31
IJ Review, Apr. 5
Inquisitr, Apr. 5, 14
Instapundit, Mar. 30
Jewish Journal, Mar. 16
Law Street Media, Apr. 6
Life News, Mar. 23, 24, Apr. 6, 12, 15
LifeSiteNews, Mar. 31, Apr. 5, 12, 13
Live Action News, Mar. 23
Mediaite, Mar. 22, 31, Apr. 1, 4
National Catholic Register, Mar. 16
NBCNews.com, Apr. 12
Newsmax, Mar. 25, Apr. 6, 19
Newstalk, Apr. 6
NY Daily News, Apr. 6
OneNewsNow, Mar. 30, 31, Apr. 1, 11, 13
People, Apr. 5
Politico, Apr. 19
RealClearReligion, Mar. 16, 29, Apr. 12
Red Alert Politics, Mar. 15, 16
RedState, Mar. 26, Apr. 1, 4, 19

On Fox’s Varney & Co., Brent Bozell details
how the liberal media are protecting Hillary
Clinton through bias by omission, by not
reporting deeply on her e-mail scandal, the
threat it poses to national security, and the
many new revelations about Benghazi.
Slate, Apr. 6
TeaParty.org, Mar. 16
The Blaze, Mar. 28, Apr. 1, 4, 7
The Boston Globe, Mar. 14
The Daily Caller, Mar. 22, Apr. 1, 4, 15
The Gospel Herald, Apr. 15
The Jewish Voice, Apr. 6
The Steve Deace Show, Mar. 14
Topix, Mar. 23, Apr. 5, 6, 13
Townhall.com, Mar. 28, 31, Apr. 1, 4, 5, 8, 10, 14
Twitchy, Mar. 19, Apr. 5
Washington Free Beacon, Apr. 1
Weekly Standard, Mar. 31
WND, Mar. 17, Apr. 6
World Net Daily, Mar. 22, 24, 28, 30, Apr. 4, 6
Yahoo News, Apr. 11, 19
TWITTER (Sample)
@BizPacReview, 36.1K followers, Mar. 31
@Drudge_Report, 915K followers, Mar. 31, Apr. 1
@EnergyBrief, 11.4K followers, Mar. 16, 31
@FoxNation, 225K followers, Mar. 25
@FRCdc, 20.7K followers, Mar. 15, Apr. 11
@Heritage, 550K followers, Mar. 31, Apr. 12
@JPDuffy, 5K followers, Apr. 11
@KenBlackwell, 9.8K followers, Mar. 31
@LifeNewsHQ, 162K followers, Apr. 13
@NewAdvent, 46.3K followers, Apr. 5, 11
@RedAlert, 47.6K followers, Mar. 16
@RepByrne, 6.6K followers, Mar. 24
@RepDaveBrat, 3K followers, Apr. 13
@RepDougCollins, 5K followers, Apr. 14
@Students4lifehq, 21.4K followers, Mar. 15
@Townhall.com, 84.6K followers, Mar. 15
Facebook (Sample)
Congressman Dave Brat, 2.7K likes, Apr. 13
Red Alert Politics, 116K fans, Mar. 16
The Christian Post, 573K likes, Apr. 11
~ PARTIAL LISTING
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